
CD REVIEW

ARTIST: THE WORLD WITHOUT PARKING LOTS 
TITLE: THE WORLD WITHOUT PARKING LOTS 
LABEL: LUNGBASKET 

TUNES: WELCOME TO THING-I LOVE THING / WILL REMAIN LIT / GO TO BED / YOUR 
BONES ARE HOLLOW NOW / STRUCTURES MCUH TALLER / I WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT 
TODAY IS HIS BIRTHDAY / POSY-RUIN- DRIFTER / KEEP SITTING / SCRAP DISPLAY / THE 
VISTING (SIC) HEART / FRIEND GARDEN / DEVOTIONAL. 46:58. 

PERSONNEL: Collective personnel, instruments played not specified: Jess Bielenberg, Griffith 
Hibbard-Curto, Brittany Karlson, Garrett Lance, Ethan T. Parcell. Stewart Ream, Mitch Rogalla, 
Cooper Sartell, Kenan Serenbetz, Ben Solomon, Adam Thornburg, Alec Vanthournout, Alec Watson, 
playing tpt, woodwinds, tbn, p, d, perc, b, el b, vcl 

Much remains mystery about The World Without Parking Lots. Is that the name of the group or simply 
the title of their product? Who plays what and where and when? This is almost a blindfold test by 
design. The ensemble sounds like a collective devoted to exploring free improv in its many guises. The 
session opens with some singsong minimalism, moves on to a blowout on “Go To Bed” with solos 
from trombone, direct and brassy, bass, expansive arco, and saxophone, squalling. “Your Bones Is’ is a 
chorale with piano peaking in underneath and pushed along by the drummer’s brushes leading to an 
aching clarinet lead. The ensemble engages in small instruments and extended technique interludes as 
well as a throbbing jam and celebratory anthem “Keep Sitting.” On “Visting (sic) Heart” they set 
unspecified instruments aside and join voices for a wordless hymn. The session ends with the aptly 
named “Devotional” much in the same spirit. Clearly these musicians are devoted to what they’re doing 
resulting in a raw, intriguing session.
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